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The highly anticipated reopening of our favorite restaurants and local
businesses is something worth celebrating. And what better way to
begin this new chapter than with a cocktail in hand? Happy hour has
a meaningful way of bringing people together; whether it be a time
to catch up on the latest happenings or unwind from a long day, it’s
a wonderful way to reconnect with friends and the local community.
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Ty Lounge
There is no better accompaniment to an ocean breeze than a hand-crafted
cocktail. I step into Ty Lounge as dusk settles over Four Seasons Resort The
Biltmore; the patio is illuminated by the golden sky and warm glow of the
fire pits. I am seated with a picturesque view of the ocean and as my eyes
skim the Spanish-inspired happy hour menu, everything sounds delectable. I
opt for two signature cocktails: the Japapeño Blossom and Raspberry Smash,
alongside Cauliflower Bravas, Tortilla Española, and Crispy Hearts of Palm.
My rainbow of drinks and appetizers arrives in beautifully-garnished glasses
and colorful plates. I first reach for the Jalapeño Blossom—a clean, refreshing
take on a spicy margarita. The tartness of the chili-lime melts away with my
first sip; hints of muddled cucumber and jalapeño perfectly complement
fruity notes of pineapple and housemade strawberry syrup.
I watch the pastel painted sky transform as I move on to the array of culinary
art before me. I spear a cauliflower floret and find that the acidity of the
lemon verjus chimichurri and bravas aioli enhances the roasted vegetable.
The tortilla española, a layered omelette-like dish composed of potato, egg,
and onion, gives me the feeling of breakfast for dinner—and the mild housemade salsa on top is a must. Next, the server arrives with a stone plate of
hearts of palm, to which he playfully mentions, “If vegans had their version
of calamari, this would be it.” The hearts are crunchy and evoke a nutty flavor
that goes well with the accompanying cilantro sunflower seed pesto.
I wash down my appetizers with a final cocktail, the Raspberry Smash—
the polar opposite of the first spicy concoction, but life is about balance,
right? The vodka and sparkling white wine spritzer is adorned with a zing of
muddled raspberries, tied together by a sugar rim. It’s the perfect cocktail for
those who prefer subtle sweetness. As the sun sets on yet another beautiful
Santa Barbara evening, I make my way through the elegantly lit interior,
satisfied by a meal of unconventional ingredients and innovative pairings.
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Los Arroyos
As pink skies descend over Montecito, I settle into the patio of Los Arroyos.
The hustle and bustle of Coast Village Road tells me it's rush-hour, but the
passionfruit coconut margarita in my hand says otherwise—it feels like I’ve
been transported to a tropical beach in Mexico.
I glaze over the happy hour menu and my mouth begins to water...and it’s not
just the habanero chile-infused tequila in my margarita. My server steps in and
suggests the Flautitas de Cangrejo—fried crab rolls—and the Barbecue Shrimp
(wrapped in bacon, that is). The empty glass of my first margarita is whisked
away as another appears in front of me; this time, a bright red hue. The blood
orange margarita is accompanied by a basket of homemade chips and an array
of salsas: green tomatillo, hot chipotle, and a mild pico de gallo, alongside a zesty
guacamole.
As I snack, a waft of bacon lingers across the patio; I see my food approaching.
The shrimp appears first, plated beautifully with a drizzle of barbecue and fresh
avocado. These bites are the perfect balance of surf meets turf—the bacon adds
smoky flavor without masking the butteriness of the shrimp. Next comes the
Flautitas, arranged in a star pattern over a bed of guacamole with chipotle aioli
and cotija cheese accenting the wooden board. The crunchy outside of the fried
tortilla and creamy inside of the chipotle crab makes for a balanced bite; I dip
the roll in the passionfruit glaze accompanying it, and my tastebuds are sent to
heaven. Who knew that crab and passionfruit could make such a delectable pair.
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Bettina
The scent of fresh pizza permeates the air as I make my way through Montecito Country Mart to Bettina, just in time
for aperitivo hour. The menu is simple yet sweet: classico margherita pizza and a trio of prosecco spritzes—the White
Negroni, the Venetian Spritz, and La Sirena. My server explains that the Venetian is a classic—made with Contratto
Aperitif, similar to the Aperol Spritz. Although enticing, I opt for something out of the ordinary and choose La Sirena.
The cocktail arrives in a delicate glass garnished with an orange and mint. My first impression is the notes of orange,
which comes from the Liquore delle Sirene. The citrus bitters paired with the sweet and floral hints of the elderflower
makes for a charming combination. This spritz is the perfect drink for the sophisticated palate; it is nothing like the
average syrupy sweet cocktail, but rather a crisp and refreshing delight.
From across the room I see my margherita pizza being sent into the 800 degree wood-fired oven. As the chef takes
it out, aromas of basil and Roma tomato fill the air. My mouth waters as I watch the mozzarella cheese bubble. With
one bite, it feels like I’m in Napoli; the pizza is perfectly thin on the bottom, with a crispy and charred outer crust. The
tomato sauce is tart and delicious, and the blackened basil leaves linger on my tastebuds.
Now, for my final conquest: dessert. I go for a slice of their house-made orange olive oil cake. I crack through the
hardened icing shell atop the cake, which is dusted with powdered sugar and orange zest. The cake is moist and
buttery, and the subtle citrus of the orange highlights the hints of olive oil. I finish my slice—after all, there’s always
room for dessert when it tastes this good. The delightful flavors of my meal linger on my taste buds as I leave the
country mart, and in that moment I only have one regret: that I didn’t take a pizza to-go.
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Finch and Fork
I make my way through the buzzing downtown streets into Kimpton Canary Hotel’s
Finch and Fork for an evening of delicious tasting plates and cocktails. I sink into a
plush leather booth and my server arrives with the chef ’s spiced nuts and seeds and
happy hour menus. I begin with the Strawberry Balsamic—a new drink crafted for
their summer menu. The sweetness of fresh strawberry and the subtle hint of balsamic
complement each other wonderfully; it tastes as though I’m having a Caprese in a
glass—and I love it.
I finish the last sips of my cocktail just in time for the first appetizer—vibrant pink
deviled eggs with all the fixings: smoked trout, pickled shallot, and an olive relish. They
disappear in record time and I’m on to my second drink of the evening, The Raspberry
Smash. Garnished with a sprig of thyme, this sparkling cocktail has a deliciously tart
flavor. I follow it up with a Wellness Shot—a concoction of house-made fresno chili
shrub, ginger, and lemon. To my pleasant surprise, it is sweet with a mild kick, lacking
the stinging bitterness of typical wellness elixirs.
As I snack on spiced nuts, the aroma of shishito pepper fills the air and my next round
of appetizers is served. The peppers are blackened to perfection and accompanied by a
miso bechamel. The mildness of the creamy miso balances the spice of the peppers, and
I can’t get enough. Up next: a plate of house-made potato chips and Dungeness crab
dip. Instantly, I pick up the aroma of the scallion and onion powder dusted atop the
chips, leaving a delicate trace of bright green on my fingers as I go for a taste. The crab is
sweet and creamy, perfectly juxtaposing the crisp crunch of the chips. A reminder that
Finch and Fork does a wonderful job of capturing rich, hearty flavors and presenting
them in simple, elegant dishes.
The final sips of my cocktail are traded for an entirely new endeavor: the Fire Roasted
Milkshake. As one glass departs, another enters—this time overflowing with torched
meringue. The milkshake is a whirl of smooth caramelized banana, vanilla ice cream,
and chunks of cookie crumble, making for a sweet ending to my happy hour. *
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